caring for your breast forms

Using your breast forms
• Wash your breast forms after each use with a mild soap. Dry your forms with a soft towel.
• Store your breast forms in the box they came in.
• Never sleep on your breast forms. Use foam breast forms or Aphrodite breast forms for sleeping in.
• Wash your breast forms thoroughly after going swimming or being in a hot tub.

Breast form warranty
Warranty only covers manufacturing defects, such as:
• The seam of the breast form coming apart without the breast form being abused
• Large air bubbles form under the breast form membrane.
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Damaging your breast forms

- Do not try to remove the outside membrane of your breastforms. This keeps the silicone in place.
- Keep your breast forms away from harsh chemicals.
- Do not allow your breast forms to come in contact with any sharp instruments such as jewelry, needles, scissors, nail files, knives, claws, fingernails, zippers, etc.
- Store your breast forms in a cool place (room temperature is ideal). Hot temperatures may cause the membrane of the breast forms to warp or melt.
- Do not use adhesives on your breast forms, unless they are designed to attach (like Gold Seal) as you will void the warranty.
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